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Would anyone like to admit why he cc'd himself in an email Wei Dai would see at

ibiblio's host address? I have a few ideas.

was the .ae ccTLD a nod to Tim Berners-Lee/registries that issue top level country code domains? Is that why Tel Aviv is a

place I commonly find OTC/Bitcoin related companies and DAC/dev protocols and operations based? Why UAE/Israel have

opened commerce bilaterally in 2020?

Bitcoin is worldwide P2P software and growing into a network of the same ilk, what it can send without interference we can't

even grasp yet. Even if you don't like another person, or their religious beliefs, bitcoin doesn't care. I lived through 9/11, my

friends died in war.

But even I don't want Bitcoin just for the people I am more likely to have similarities too. And in working with the @_Devcoin

guys for a few years now, officially since 2020 - I realized people from all spots on this globe and I share much more in

common than everyday Americans.

And I haven't turned my back or spurned Americans either. I'm just saying we need to change our mindset. We want things

but we won't admit it takes a whole world to pull off what it is we seek. The media is to blame for this but I also think we're at

the point for grownups to act

that way and just reject what they see perpetrated in American politics. A baby boomer isn't going to leave Fox News or

CNN for a second to try and work on global FOSS projects - but once they see the value poured into them they'll at least

accept it. And maybe, just maybe...

then they will drop their nationalist and bigoted views that cause frustration and hate they take out far from people they

slander, but slander none the less on the internet where such people see it. And we can move forward seeing the common

good in all of us. Globalism is here.

And I can't wait for that day of revelation to come. I love all of you who work behind the scenes so selflessly and altruistically

to make these things happen. The world needs it. Bitcoin (the one day worldwide merged network) - "whatever its named in

202x" is saving humanity.
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